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1.  INTRODUCTION 
THE MARKET FOR SOLID FUELS .. 
IN THE COMMUNITY  · 
IN 1996· AND THE OUTLOOK-FOR 1997 
\revision) 
.. 
This report sununarises the situation· of the ·community solid fuel  market in  1996  and gives  the  Member 
States'. forecasts for 1997 from information forwarded to the Commission in June 1997. 
Its purpose is to inform the ECSC Consultative Committee and others concerned, as early as possible about 
developments in the market for solid fuels in the Community.  - · 
The report thus updates the information contained in the Commission's annual report on "The market for solid 
fuels in the Community in 1996 and the outlook for 1997" 
1
,  which gave the forecasts made at the end of 1996. 
and in January 1997. At the end of  the current year, a preliminary report will be drawn up with the provisional 
results for 1997 and the outlook for 1998.'  .  '  . 
The information c~ntained in this report relates wherever possible to the expand~d-C~minunity of 15 Member 
States.-Where figures are not available on this basis, a note is made to show .that the figures relate only to the 
12 Member States ofthe Community prior to 1995.  ·  · 
2.  THE ECONOMIC SITUATION IN THE EUROPEAN UNION IN  i996 AND  THE OUTLOOK· 
FOR 1997 1  . 
.  . 
The  scenario  of a  gradual  recovery  progressively  gainiilg  momentum  during  1996  has  materialised. 
Acceleration in output is forecast to contiriue into  1997, benefiting, in addition to the still improving. supply 
side fundamentals, from brightening-deinand prospects arid the recent appreciation of  the US dollar. In tandem 
With strengthening gro~  economic and financial convergence among Member States improved in 1996, and .  · 
is forecast to continue improving in the final run-up to EMU. The expectation is for a significant number of 
·_Member  States to meet ihe necessary conditions to participate in  Economic and Monetary Union from the 
outset. It should be stressed, however, that the convergence criteria will be assessed at the beginning of 1998 
on th~ basis of  observed, as opposed to  forecast data.  ~ -, 
SEC(97) 1093 of 12 June 1997 
2  The analysis of  the current economic situation and the prospectsJor 1997 are based on the Commission services' 
·Spring 1997 economic forecasts dating from April1997.  · GDP rose on average in ihe EU in  1996 by  1.6 %,'.and  is  forecast to accelerate to 2.4% in  1997. The year 
1996, despite a fairly weak average growth rate, was characterised by a progressive acceleration in  output. 
Given  the;  weak expansion of economic activity  in  1996,· particularly in· the first  half of that year,  average 
employment in the European Union remained roughly flat in 1996. Accompanyi.rig the recovery, employment 
is forecast to increase by 0.5% in  1997. Against the background of these developments.and·the growth of the 
labour force,  the average EU unemployment rate stll.bi1ised  in  1996 at a level  of 11%.  In 1997 the average 
unemployment rate is forecast to decrease to 10.6%. 
.  . 
The inflation rate, as measured by the private consumption deflator, has declined further in  1996 to 2. 7 % on 
averifl,g~ in the E"V and a further reduction to 2.2% is forecast for  1997. All Member States except Greece will 
have an inflation  r~te below 23/.c% in  1997, .and inflation rates are conve~ging towards 2 %.  On these forecasts 
. ·  l~  M~mber_States are likely to have no  proble~ with the inflation convergence criterion. 
Member States have continuedtaking important measures to put order in their public finances.  The a~erage 
deficit/GDP. ratio .in  the  EU fell  to  4:3 %  in  1996  and  is  forecast to decrease  further  to  2.9% i.q  1997. 
Thirteen  Member  States  out  of fifteen  (the  exceptions  being  Italy  and  Greece)  are  expected 'to  have  a 
deficit/GOP ratio at or below 3 % in  1997. However, several Member  S~tes have a deficit at or just below 
3 %,  so that there  is  no  roof11  to  absorb any budgetary slippage.  Based on  new  information, Finland had a 
debt/GDP ratio below 60% in  1996 and joined France,  Luxembourg and the United Kingdom which were 
already in such a position, while most other Member States, with a debt ratio above.60 %,  are likely to have a 
decreasing debt ratio. For the EU as a whole, the debt/GDP ratio peaked in  1996 at
173.2% and should decline 
in 1997 for the first time to 72.9%. 
MAIN. FEATURES OF SPRING 1997 FORECAST -EUR (a) 
Spring1997  Differe·nce with . 
Autumn 1996 (b)  · 
1995  1996  1997  1996  1997 
GDPgrowth  2.4  1.6  2.4  0.0  0.1 
Investment in equipment  6.5  2.7  4.8  ,.  -1.1  -0.2 
Employment  '  0.6  ',  0.1  0.5  o.o·.  -0.1 
Unemployment (%)  (c)  10.9  11.0  10.6.  0.1  -0.2 
Inflation (d)  '  .3.0  2.7  2.2  0.1  0.0  I 
Government deficit (0 (o GpP)  -5.0  -4.3  -2.9  0.1  0:1 
Government debt(% GDP)  71.2  73.2  72.9  -0.3  -0.8 
Current account balance (% GDP)  0.7  1.0  1.1  0.0  -0.1 
, (a)  Real annual percentage change unless otherwise stated. 
(b)  A"+"  ("·") sign means a higher (lower) positive figure or~  lower (higher) negative one compared with the Autumn. 
(c)  Percentage of the labour force. 
· (d)  Private consumption deflator. 
2 TRENDS OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS (EUR-15) 
ENERGY- ECONOMY (1985 =  100) 
1SO t- ·-····-····-····--.... --.--.. ·--.... --.... -'--.... --... - .... ·-·  .. _  ... .:.._ ..... - .................... -·-.... - .... - ... - .... - .... --............ -
I:!I!EIG.I.C.- HARD COAL  _..,_ G.I.C. - ENERGY  --GOP  -INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION  .· 
*  G.I.C.: Gross Inland Conswnption 
3.  COMMUNITY ENERGY MARKET· 
In 1996 the average GDP iri the EU increased by  1.6 %, as shown in section 2.  This compared with a groWth 
in primary energy demand (measured as gross inland energy consumption) of 3.6%, showing an increase in 
energy intensity in the 15 states of  the European Union.  . 
GROSS INLAND CONSUMPTION EU - (Mtoe) 
I 
market share (%) 
1995  1996  1997  1996/  .1997/  1995  1996  1997 
1995(%)  1996(%1  .. 
.. 
Hardceat  178.5  171.7  166.1.  -3.8  .  . '-3.3  13.6  12.6  12.2  . .. 
Lignite  54.1  52.9  52.6  -2.2·  -0.7  4.1  '3.9' "·'  . 3·.9 
SOLID FUELS  234.6  224.7  218.8  -3.4  -2.6  -·  17.7.  165  16.1 
OIL  573.5  ;  587.0  594.8  2.3  1.3  43.7  ..  43.1  43.7 
NATURAL GAS  270.0  301.8  302.1  ll.8  0.1  20.6  22.2  22.2 
NUCLEAR  204.5  . 217.1  216.1  6.2·'  -0.5  15.6  16.0  15.9 
OTIIERS (1)  32.2  29.9  30.2  . -7.2  1.2  2.5  2.2  2,2 
TOTAL  1312.8  1360.4  1362.0  3.6  0.1  100.0  100.0  100.0 
( 1) ~eludes hydro and the balance of foreign trade 
3 Total primary energy  demand  amounted to  some  1,360  Mtoe  in  1996,  an  increase  of 48  Mtoe.  Oil  still 
occupies_ the leading position, With 43%·ofmarket share. Tobl oil consumption has increased, despite a slight 
reduction in  market share. Natural gas increased its  share of primary energy. consumption,  from  20.6 % to 
22.2 %, and its use by 31  Mtoe. W.ith good  perfo~ance from many European nuClear stations, nuclear power 
also increased its use by 12 Mtoe, gaining 0.3 %of market share to achieve almost 16%. This is slightly less 
than the solid fuel share of demand, which fell  1.2 %to 16.5  %share, losing 7.8  Mtoe or 3.4 %.  Hardcoal 
lost a  full  percentage  point of market  share  (6.6  Mtoe  or  9.4  Mtce),  while  hydro  and  other  fuels  also 
contributed a little less in  1996 both in tenrui o(market share and oftonnes oil equivalent. 
.  ·. 
For  1997,  the  expected· growth in. GDP  is  about  2.4  %,  while  total  gross  inland  energy  consumption  is 
expected to  increase  by only just over  0.1 .  %  to  1362  Mtoe.  The  very  small ,forecast increase  in  energy 
·consumption is~ result of  the higher temperatures that,  Europe has been enjoying, combined with the beneficial 
effects of  continuing economic activity. This slight change will include a reduction of  some 2.6 %in solid fuel 
use (3.3 %hard coal and 0.7% lignite), and a reductic;m  in nuclear use of about half a percentage point. The 
rapid expansion of  gas use is expected to be halted in  1997, with a foreca.St growth rate of only 0.1  %.  Oil's 
shan: of the market is  expected to be back to the  level of1995, after a slight  red~ction in  1996. Hydro and 
other (the balance of  foreign trade) will account for the remaining energy consumption, an increase of  just over 
1%. 
4.  HARD COAL MARKET 
.  . 
While the revised  estimations  for  hard  coal  deliveries  for  1997  show a  slight increase  compared with  the 
previous forecasts, there is  still an important reduction compared to  1996.  Total inteQ1al  deliveries for  1997 
·are now forecast at 261.4 Mt, a reduction of l 0.1  Mt or 3. 7% OJl the final  1996 figures.  '  .  · 
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4 .• 
. 
:·  The supply side position m  1997  looks  more  robust than  in  the  earlier  estimates,  hugely as  a  result -of 
·  increases in imports, most of which will go. to stock. Community production  i~ expected .to decline during the_ 
· year by some 3.5 Mt (-2.8%) to 123.3 Mt. Hard eoal imports from third countries are foreCast to increase by 
3.2 Mt to 144.4 Mt (an increase of 10 Mt on the estimate earlier in 1997). In total, mcluding recoveries of2  .. 5 
Mt estimated for 1997 (a reduction of  0.5 Mt on 1996), supply is likely to be bnly  ~orne 0.8 Mt (  -0.3%) less  _ 
than in 1996.  '  .  . 
. Internal deliveries will have fiillen in all markets but is most notable in the power station market, where the 
reduction .will have been 9.3 Mt on the previous year (-5.0%). Exports to third countries are expected to be 
.  higher than. in previo:us estimates, amounting to some 0. 4 Mt in 1997. 
.  .  .  . 
The revised forecasts iiJ,  1997 reflect ail improved business confidence in the EU, which has been largely 
export led, and helped by the strong dollar, favouring most European economies with the exception of  the UK, 
where the pound_sterlip.g has been even stronger. They show a decrease in coal-fired electricity generation, 
s4tce assumed wanner weather will reduce demand,. nuClear perfonnance has been ~proving  during the year, 
and gas penetration has been strong; particularly in the UK and is also beginning to be felt in Spain. 
'  ' 
Total production and imports in  1997 are estimated to be some 8.3 Mt higher than deliveries and exp01ts;to · 
· third countries, suggesting an increase in stocks held by producers and consumers. While there are no 
' estimates for changes in stocks in 1997 for a number of  countries,' one may remark on an increase of  some 5  .4 
Mt at power ~tions in Spain compared with the previous estimate (to 13.6Mt). Gennany's revised'forec~ts 
suggest an increase in stocks at  power stations of  some 1.5 Mt over the earlier estimates, while prod~cers . 
stocks are forecast to fall by 3.4 Mt compared with the previous estimates. The UK market has seen a  · 
substantial increase in coal stocks at  power stations in the first third ofthe_ year (up 4.6 Mt on the same tirrie in 
.  · 1996, while coal burn in the. same period was down 5 Mt). Overall, 'however, power station stocks are not 
. expected.to ch?nge significantly in 1997 when compared with  199~. .  · 
'  ' 
Latest forecasts in the coke market suggest that, while the earlier. forecasts for coke production and· 
consumption in 1996 and 1997 have been revised upwards, the same d~cline between the two years h~  been 
maintaiped. Total resources in  1'997 are-expected to fall by 1.6% or 0.8 Mt compared with 1996; evenly 
divided between indigenous production and il}lports.from third cotintries.-
The lignite market isfollowing the ~rend of  past years, and the forecast for 1997 suggests a reduction of 5.5 
Mt (-2.1 %) in production and imports; arid a reduction of5.9 Mt (-2.3%) in  deliv~ries; the chief reduction· 
being in deliveries to briquetting plants. Peat deliveries in 1997 are expected to reduce slightly .in all markets, 
although production and iinports are likely to have increased by 0.6 Mt (4,4%) compared to 1996.  · 
·,. 
5 COMPARISON OF THE-MAIN FEATURES OF THE SOLID FUEL MARKET - EUR 15 
million tonnes) 
1996  1996  1997  1~97  1997  1997/96 
. previous  latest  previous  latest  latesU  (%) 
previous 
.(%) 
HARD COAL 
Resources· 
-·Production - 128.4  126.8  122.4  123.3  0.7  -2.8 
- Recoveries  3.9  3.0  3.4  2.5  -27.4  -17.6 
- Imports from third countries  137.8  141.2  134.4  .144.4.  7.4  2,.2 
Total  279.1  270;9  260.3  270.1  3.8  -0.3 
Deliveries 
- To coking plants.  50.2  54.2  , .  49.9  53.9  8.0  -0.6 
.  - To power stations*  189.5  185.2  177.2  175.9  -0.8  -5.1 
-To others  32.7  ·32.0  32.0  31.6  -1.2  -1.3 
- Exports to ~rd  countries  0.2  0.3  0.1  0.4  178.9  23.8 
Total  272.5  . 271.8  259.2  261.8  LO  -3.7 
COKE 
Resources 
- Production  39.9  40.3  39.3  39.9  1.5  -Lei' 
- IJ?pOrts from third countries  6.4  6.5  6.3  6:1  -2.8  -5.4 
Total  46:3  46j~  45.6  46.0  0.9  -1.6 
Deliveries  .. 
-To steel industry  40.7  41.8  39.7  40.7  2.5  -2.6 
- Other deliveries within the E.  U.  ·4:8  5.5  •4.6  . .5.3  16.6  -2.7 
- Exports to third countries  0.4  0.4  0.4  0.4  -12.6  -9.2 
Total  - ,45.9  47.6  . 44.7  46.4  3.8  -2.6 
LIGNITE 
Resources 
; 
.:. Production and imports  258.8  261.1  254.3  255.6  0.5  .-2.1 
Deliveries 
- To briquetting plants  26.5  27..5  25.4  . 23.2  ~8.8,  -15.9 
- To power stations  226.0  229.0  . 223.1  228.2  2.3  -0.4 
- Others (incl. exports to third countries)  6.3  4.0  5.8  3.2  -45.2  -20.7 
Total  258.8  260.6  254.4  254.6  ·0.1.  -2.3 
PEAT 
Resources  ', 
·- Production and imports  14.4  14.3  14.2  14.9  4.8  4.4 
Deliveries 
.. 
~ To briquetting plants  '  0.4  1.7  0.4  1.6  307.5  -1.2 
- To power stations  I  11.1  10.4  10.7  ·10.2  -5.0  -1.6 
- Others (incl. exports .to. third countries)  2.3  2.3  2.1  2.1  -0.5  -6.2 
Total  i3.8  14.3 
.. 
13.3  13.9  5.1  -2.3 
'  (!) The,sums may not add up due to roundmg 
•  lpcluding industrial and pithead power stations 
6 ... 
4.1. · Hard Coal Production 
Accordiltg to the latest information available; hard ~al  production in the Community arilounted to 126.8 Mt iri 
1996, a'redriction of8.3 Mt or'6:1% compared to 1995.  · 
COMPARISON OF HARD COAL PRODUCTION FOR PRODUCER COUNTRIES  (Mt) 
1995  1996  1997  1997  1997/1996 
i  previous  latest  forecast  latest  latest/  latest  . 
forecast  (%) 
(%) 
United Kingdom  51.5.  50.2  •  48.5  •  47.6.  46.9.  - -1.6  -3.5 
Germany  58.9  53.1  • 53.2  -50.9  52.6  3.4  -1.1 
Spaiil  ..  17.7  17.8  17.8  17.5  17.5.  0.0  -1.4 
France  7.0  7.3  7.3  6.5  6.3  -1.9  -13.3 
Total  135.1  .  128.4  126.8  122.4  123.3  .  0.7  -2.8 
•  Comnusston estimates 
The loss ofproduction is expected.to continue in 1997, where the latestJorecast suggestsan output or'123.3 
. Mt., which would represent an increase of0.9 Mt (0.7%) on the previous forecast, but still a reduction of3.5 
-Mt (2.8 %) on 1996. German production figures have been rev1sed upwards by 1.7 Mt, although the new total 
of  52.6  ~Mt  is still som~  0.6 Mt lower than 1996 output levels. Commission estiffiates for the UK, the other  · 
major hard coal producer, have revised productiqn figures downwards by 0. 7 Mt or 1  ~6%. France also expects  . 
a slightly lower final production than forecast previously, the result.ofits ongoing restructuring. 
The subsidies being paid to the Geiman coal industry had increased to levels that were putting severe strairts 
on the German Federal budget. M~g  costs of  German hard.coal in 1996 were some OEM 290 /tee (trSO 
171/tce), compared With a free German border price of  around OEM 75 /tee (trSO 44/tce). Subsidies to the 
industiy over the 1a:st ten years have averaged OEM 10.5 billion (USO 6.2 billion) per annum, enabling 
. domestic ·coal to hold its o\w in the market. 
.  . 
In Germany, the last remaining colliery in Aache~  Sophia Jacoba, finally closed in spring 1997, although it 
will continue to market the stocks on the suiface until these are cleared.  A further closure will result from the 
merger planned for July.ofthis year ofthe Ewald/SchHigel and Hugo/Consolidation mines in the Ruhr. With 
. the loss from these collieries of  some 3 Mtpa capacity, other collieries wilfneed to increase their output during · 
the year to achi~ve  the anticipated production for 1997.  . 
In the UK, R.m has discontinued the proposed extension to Calverton Colliery, whlch would hav~  provided 
access to new reserves, because of  uncertainties in contrac~  that may be available from electricity generators 
after March 1998, the expiry date of  contracts put m  place before coal privatisation. It has also .~ounced  the 
clos·ure of  the Asfordby mine in the South Midlands, because geological conditions ffia.k~ the_ colliery unsafe 
and coal mining uneConomic. Most of  the 5  00 men at the coiliery will be transferred to work at other collieries 
in the group. RIB is attempting to find proposals for coal sales to the ge~erators in the_ future that wilfhelp to 
overcome the uncertainties in the electricity market as it is liberalised from March 1998, and to counteract the 
use of  gas.  · 
I  ' 
/  '1 The final outcome ·of the collaps~ of  Coal Investments in the UK was the sale of  2 collieries 
{Annesley/Bentinck and Silverdale to the Midlands Mining Company) and the closure of  4 others (Markham, · 
Coventry, Hem H~th  and Cwmgwili; Cwmgwili had initially been sold to a Welsh .consortium which went 
into liquidation a few months later). Scottish Coal continues to have geological difficulties at its Longannet 
mine; the other deep mine in Scotland, Monktonhall Colliery, has finally been clpsed aftyr being mothballed 
for a period oftime.  ·  ·  · 
Million tonnes  HARD COAL PRODUCTION 
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The figures also suggest ¢at  stocks at expected to build up at the Spanish  (2.7 Mt) and UK (2.5 Mt) 
producers during 1997. · 
4.2.  Deliveries ofhard coal 
Total inland hard coal deliveries in the EU amounted to some '271.5 Mt in 1996, andare expected to drop by 
10.1 Mt (-3~7%) to 261.4 Mt in 1997. The revised forecasts for 1996 are some 0.9 Mt below the earlier 
estimates, but for 1997, the outturn is expected to be some I.  7 Mt higher than earlier esrim~tes. 
DELIVERIES OF HARD COAL TO THE MAIN CONSUMER SECTORS.  - ..  '(Mt). . 
1996.'  1997  . 1997  1997/96 
Sector  previous  latest.  forecast  latest  latest/  ( 0io) 
.previous 
J.o/~ 
- Public power stations  179.8  175.8  168.2  166.6  -0.9  -5.3 
~ Colliery power stations  4.2  3.8  4.0  3.8  -4.7  -1.4 
-Coke ovens  . 50.2  54.2  49.9  53.9  I  8.0  -0.6 
- Steel industry  9.6  8.4  10.3  9.3  ,-9.9  11.3 
- Other industries  20.2  20.7  19.4  20.3  4.8  -2.1 
- Domestic sector and issues to workers  6.6  6.7  5.7  5.8  1.1  -13.2 
-Others  .1.7  L8  1.7  1.7  2.4  -6.9 
Total inland deliveries  272.4  271.5  259.1  261.4  0.9  -3.7 
8 ''•.' 
Deliveries to public power stations fell  from  175 .. 8 Mt in  1996 to  166.6 Mtin 1997; a drop of  5.3%. ·Part.of 
· this reduction is attributable to the weather \~·hich was mild in most parts of Europe, and wet enough to 
maintain hydro resources:at adequate lev~ls. In the early part of  the .year nuclear power w~  performing at · 
higher levels than in  1996. During the course of 1997 both Derunark and Italy announced that they would 
·carry out trials on orin1Ulsion. thus reducing tl~eir expected coal bum. The Italian Goveinment has been facing 
opposition from envirorunentalists to tl1e use of  coal in power generation, and a number of power stations are 
already limited in their .coal use (La Spezia·~ Vado Ligure and Brindisi-'Nord). The Danish government has 
decided not .to  li~ence any more coal-fired power stations i~ order to reduce emissi.ons of  C0 2 .~ Derunark is 
heavily dependent on coal for its electricity generation (80%), and has pledged to reduce Its C02 emissions by 
.25% by 2020. As a  res~lt of the coal cut-backs, the Danes have now delayed prop~sed  nu~lear power station 
.  closures after the first unit of  600 MW at Barsebaeck closes early in  1998, despite an announcement pf  their 
·intent to phase ·out nuclear power. SK Power will delay the closure of  some coal.:.fired stations which tlley had 
. hoped to replace with more up· to date units. A new .coal/biomass unit at Aarhus is unlikely now to get .. 
approval.  ·  ·  . 
INLAND DELIVERIES OF HARD COAL  . 
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Gas is continuing to penetrate the electricity market in the whole of Europe. In the. UK some_ 25 proposals (of 
varying sizes} for gas-fired generation have re~ently been submitted to tlle government for plaruling consent, 
they include proposals for some 1,000 MW of  combined heat and power (CHP); a number of  these schemes 
may gain approval because cifthe UK.govenm1ent's concern about C02 emissions in the future. One, a 
combined heat, steam and power scheme at Sal  tend. ncar-Hull (i ,200 MW) has already been approved; m_uch 
ofthe dectricity from the project '~ill be sold into the marketplace. These schemes, if actually built; will 
reduce still further the potential for coal burn in  power. genei-atioi1  in the UK. The Spanish coal  m~rket is also 
suffering from uncertainties because of  gas penetration (arid indigenous. coal is said to have preference over 
imports in power generation).  .  - , 
l) 
: The latest figures for  1997 show that Spain has revised downwards its forecast of  coal deliveries to public 
power s~tions in the year by some 3.7 Mt,  p~rtly as a result ofthe restructuring in both the coal and 
electricity industries, and also· because of  improved hydro availability. From 1998,  ~lectricity sales will begin 
to be liberalised, so that purchasers will. be able to choose their supplier on the basis of  cost. France revis~d 
their coal deliveries upwards by nearly 2-Mt, probably because of delays in nuclear installation and repair. 
The notable feature in  1997 is the expected, increase in inland deliveries of hard coal to the steel  ~dustry; up 
by over 11% to 9.3 Mt. The steel industry declined during the greater part of 1996, so it is not surprising that. 
1997 has shoWn. improvements in most parts ofthe steel industry, with the exception of  the constructi.on 
market. Steel production in  1996 :was  147.4 Mt, and is expected to reach 157 Mt duringl997, around 6.5% 
more than in 1996, and now higher than  1995, which was regarded·as a good year for steel (155.7 Mt). 
Moreove,r, with a firmer domestic market, suppliers have been able to increase steel prices in mosfproducts. 
'  The strong dollar has, for  ~ost  countries (with the exception of  the UK), helped in the export market and 
reduced the volume of  cheap imports into the Community.  .  .  ·. 
1  n 1996 coke ovens consumed considerably more coal (  4 Mt)than earlier estimates had suggested. The .latest 
estimates suggest that 54.2 Mt hard coal were delivered to this market.  1997 will see a small reduction in coal 
deliveries  compare~ to that level, but at  53.9 Mt th.e forecast is again 4 Mt higher than previous estimates. 
·The main changes in expected deiiveries to coking plants in  1996 were an additional 1.5 Mt in Belgium, the 
reclassification of  nearly 2.0 Mt in Austria from the Iron and Steel industry at:ld an increase of  0.6 Mt in the 
lnK.  . 
The improvement in growth and in business confidence in the Europ~a.ri Community has had a beneficial effect 
. on estimated deliveries of  coal to other industries, where for -1997 the figure has been revised upward by 4.8% 
~o 20.3 Mt. This would mean that reductibn compar~d  to the previous year would only be 0.4 Mt (2.1 %). 
In 1996, latest estimates suggested that deliveries of  hard coal within lnK to other industries were 25% higher 
than shown in previous figures, almost 1 Mt. France and Belgium achieved better than expected .results, but. 
these were largely counteracted by overestimates of  deliveries in Germany and Italy, and in Belgium. 
5.  THE COKE MARKET 
Production of  coke in the European Community in  1996 was 40.3 Mt, some 0.5 Mt higher lhan earlier figures' 
suggested. The majority oftlus increased productio'u was in France. With 6.5 Mt qfimports, total availability 
was 46.8 Mt in 1996. This compares with a  r~vised availability figure of  46.0 Mt in  1997, a decrease of0.8 
· Mt (l~ss than 2%) year on year. Again, the major revision to .1997 figures was an improvement in production 
of0.5 Mt in France. 
10 • 
'  . 
Inland deliveries in  1996 were stronger than early reports had suggeste~ with an extra  ·1  Mt despatched to the 
steel industry, as a result ofthe i.rrlprovement in steel prospects in the last quarter of 199.6, and 0.7 Mt to other 
industries. Total inland deliveries were 47.2 Mt,_an increase of3.8% on earlier estimates. The major 
improvement was in_the UK, but increases were alS().Seen in France, Germany,'Belgium and Finland, offset by 
reductions in Spain, Italy, Netherlands and Portugal. 
. .  .  ~  . .  \  .  .  . 
In 1997; the pattern of deliveries is expected to be largely similar to 1996. Total inland deliveries are estimated 
at 46.0Mt, a drop of 2.'6% year on year. The only countries expecting to increase inland det'iveries, compared . 
.  with 1996, were Germany (+0.4 Mt) and Italy (+0.3 Mt). The major reduction is expected in the UK. where~  .. 
drop of 1.1  Mt on the previous year can be attributed to the  stron~ pound.  ~·  :  :  ··  · 
6.  HARD COAL IMPORTS FROM THIRD COUNTRIES 
lmpoits of  hard coal from third countries in. 1996 were higher by some 3 million tonnes than earlier estimates 
had suggested, amounting to some 141.2 Mt. Within that increase, there were variances both up' and down for . 
.  importirig countries and. f?r suppliers.  · 
.HARD COAL IMPORTEP F:ROM THIRD COUNTRIES· 
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11 ' .Import demand w·a5  higher than earlier estimates in most countri.es, the most signiftcant being Belgium (+2 
Mt.), UK(+ 1.6 Mt.) and Gennany (+I Mt.). Reductions in imports, compared to earlier estirnates, were seen 
in  Italy (-1.5 Mt.) and Denmark (-i.2 Mt.), and to a smaJl extent iri  Finland. The changes in  Italy were due to 
the environmental objections to coal, while Denmark imported orimulsion on a trial basis and lost. some 
electricit): exports because of higher hydro production in the Scandinavian market and price fluctuations in the 
Nordic Power Pool operation which was set up. in  1996. 
On the supply front, South Mrica shipped 3.7 Mt. more than earlier figures suggested, while Colombia 
increased:itsdespatches by 3 Mt. Poland also performed better than previously expected ( 1.3  Mt.). The main 
losers compared to the earlierestin1ates were USA (-2.0 Mt.) and Australia (-1.7 Mt.) and, to a lesscrextent, 
China arid the CIS..  .  . 
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Compared with the previous forecasts, the revised estimates for 1997 suggest a substantial increase in imports 
from third countries ofsome 10 Mt.·; ¥1ith total importS of.hard coal expected to exceed 144 Mt. Against the 
trend, Spain (  -1.2 Mt.), Italy (  -0.9 Mt.) and the Netherl~ds have reduced their estimates of import tonnages. 
In Spain this is because of the high hydro availability, and the preference for indigenous coal  a'~ mentioned 
above, The major increases in forecasted imports are in. the UK (+5.4 Mt.), Belgium (+2.7 Mt.),' France 
. (+1.75 Mt.) and Gennany (+1.5 Mt:). The UK increases are.largely because ofthe improvement in steel 
industry performance and the strength of  sterling which inakes imported coal more attractive in price than 
· many indigenous coals. 
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The suppliers who are expected to benefit from these revised forecasts are Colombia (nearly 4 Mt.), South 
Africa (2.8 Mt.) arid Poland (2.4 Mt). Others account for an increase of  some ·1.5  Mt.  · 
6.1.  Prices for imported coal 
.  .  .  .  . 
The steam coal market has been widely affected 'by oversupply in a period ofwt<ak demand both within Europe 
and ~orld-wide. The heavy demand expected in Asia did not materialise, ·but is expected to show itself in  1998 
and beyond, as new power stations come on stream in the tiger economies . 
.  The result of  this oversupply: has been a weakening of  prices. This, coupled with low freight rates, has led to 
competition ill the steam coal market and §_orne very low prices, particularly in the spring and'sumrner months·· 
· of 1997. FOB prices of  less the USD 40 have been reporte.d from Hampton Roads, while South African coals 
.  have been on the market at less than USD 30 FOB. Similar prices have beenreported from Australia, while 
Colombian coals have·managed to achieve slightly higher prices at around USD, 32 - USD 34. AtARA, 
boardfboard prices are some USD 3-4 below lastyear's, maximum ofUSD 44. Overall, imports (spot and 
cOJ1tract) to North West Europe have been running, in  CIF prices, at around a dollar or two below those of  last 
year. Freight rates are, iri general, about a dollar lower than  last year. The general weakness in .freight rates 
has been slightly halted by the start of the grain season, but the structural weakness remains and is likely to 
·last toward the end of 1998. 
J  • 
J.3  .. . The average CIF price for Community steam coal imports 'to power stations from third countries in  1996  ~\'as  :•  · · 
USD 48.86 per tonne coal equivalent; this includes deliveries from all external sources to all EU countries. 
This compares with USD 50.53 for 1995. The proportion of  contract purchases of  coal in these imports is 
around 60%. Recent reports suggest that, because of  the current weakness of  the market,.the proportion of 
spot deals in 1997 will be considerably higher than the 40% previously expected. 
AVERAGE CIF PRICE FOR STEAM COAL IMPORTED FROM 
THIRD CO,UNTRIES (USD/tce)* 
QUARTER  '  1995  1996 
I  47.97.  50.78 
II  51.04  49.21 
III  50.91  47.61 
IV  51.84· 
•'  48.22 
Coking coal supply and de~and are expected to be reasonably in balance for the  1997/98 contract year. 
Prices in other market places have been either. at rollover or slightiy below the prices of  the previous year. 
·AVERAGE CIF PRICE FOR CO,KING COAL IMPORTED FROM 
THIRD COUNTRIES (USD/tce)* 
' 
QUARTER  1995  1996  1.997 
I  54.84  57.24  57.28 
II  57:83  57.34  57.14 
III  58.73  57.44  57.54 
IV  58.23  57.34- n.a  . 
. •  Referred to a standard ~al  quality of: ash, 7.5%; motsture,  8.0%; sulphur, 0.8%; and votable matter, 26.0%. 
The average Community guide price for coking coal in  1996 was USD 57.34 per. tonne coal equivalent,  .  . 
slightly below the average for 1995, at USD 57.41. The slight decline in the first two quarters of 1997 
has been compensated by the rise seen in the third quarter, so that the average for the first three quarters 
of  the year is USD 57.32. 
14 · In dollars per tonne 
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Lignite production' in  1996 in the European Community was 258.8 Mt, an increase of2.4 Mt on the earlier  ' 
figure of  256.4 Mt.  There were slight improv~ments in most production areas. In 1'997, latest production 
estimates suggestthat output will be down by 4.4; Mt. This represents a reduction of9 Mt in Germany, mostly 
from Lausitz; ligrute production is mostly tied directly to power station demand. Expansion plans in Greece '(at 
Ptolemais) in 1997 are unchanged from earlier forecasts, but output from Spain is likely to be over 1 Mt 
higher than previous estima~es suggested. These increases are offset by a fall in production in Germany in the 
Lausitz area. The overa]l picture is of production of'253.4 Mt 4't  1997, 5 Mt below 1996 production levels. 
Peat production in  1996 was 14.3 Mt, slightly down on earlier estimates. Production in 1997 is  e~pected to be 
14.9 Mt, an increase of0.6 Mt.' Finland's production of  peat is however 0.5.: 0.7 Mt higher than earlier 
estimates had suggested for the two years.  · 
8.  MANPOWER AND PRODUCTIVlTY 
i 
The revised figures for personnel employed underground show some changes from the earlier report. For 1996  .  . 
the figures suggest that manpower underground (as a yearly average) declined by 2,100  more than previously 
forecasted, giving a reducti<:>n of  5,900 in total for the year. All producing countries witnessed a reduction, 
with the largest absolute reductions being seen in Germany and the. United Kingdom: The latest estimates 
suggest that a further decline·of 10,000 persons will be'observed in 1997,3,900 more than previously forecast, 
with the reduction largely concentrated in Germany (7, 700)  .. 
Estimates of output per m~our  underground for 1996 are less optimistic than previous forecasts for 
Germany, ·at 158 Kg per man/hour compared with 770 Kg per man/hour, but better in France (755 kg 
.compared with 743 kg). Forecasts for I 997 show only slight differences from earher estimates, which suggest 
a steady improvement.  -
.  '  ~ 
IG 9 ..  CONCLUSIONS 
Econoffiic forecasts for the EU during 1997 show an increased optimism compared With earlier forecast; 
average'GDP is expected to reach 2.4%, compared with 1.6% in  1996. However, this is not expected to feed 
through to energy consumption, partly because of  expectations of  warmer weather and because of  the 
· beneficial effects of  continuing economic activity. 
The solid fuel share of  the energy market is declining, despite its continuing ·price reduction in' the international 
market and long term supply diversitY and availability. In a number of  countnes, the envirorimental aspects are . 
having an adverse effect on coal's future, particularly concerns related to C02. The continuing expansion of 
the gas market is having an impact on coal bum in a number of  Member States, although the overall effects 
are expected to be less emphatic in 1997...  · 
The revised estimates for 1997 show ampre opt4nistic picture than the earlier forecasts. For hard coal, 
resources are now expected to reach over 270 Mt, some 0.8 Mt less than 1996 deliveries. Whilst the 1996 
· figures for Community hard coal p~oduction have been revised downwards to just below 127, the 1997 figures 
are _higherthan earlier forecasts, at some 123 Mt, as a result of  higher estimates from Germany. 
.  ' 
Hard .coal deliveries for {997 have also improved on earlier forecasts~ a  result of  increasing. economic 
aCtivity to 262 Mt, but this still remains .lower tlian.the 1996 figures. Deliveries to coking plants have 
increased~  -:while power station deliveri-es have declined although their stocks appear'  to be increasing. 
ForecastS for the coke market have been revised upwards for both 1996 and 1997, with deliveries up to 46 Mt . 
for 1997. However, the ccike_market is weak world-wide and the 1997 figures do represent a drop of  about 1 
Mt on 1996. This is in spite of  a stronger steel market and is due to changes in steel-making teclmology. 
Conununity production in 1997 was higher than previous estimates~ at nearly 40 Mt, and only marginally less 
than 1996 production levels.  · 
·Lignite production is declining slightly year on year,~the chief,reduction being.in the briquetting market. 
The international coal market is facing a period of  oversupply and prices are dropping, with the effect that 
~orne suppliers are withdrawing from the market whilst those with high stocks are discounting to give very 
cheap spot ,cargoes. The oversupply is likely to spread to the coking market in the next year. Much of  this 
surpl~s is the result of  reduced activity in the ASian arid Far Eastern markets, but this is likely to be reversed 
with the next year or so as new coal-fired power _stations come. on stream.  · 
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,·. TABLE 1 
HARD COAL BALANCE SHEET FOR  1997 
Belgium  Denrn..tl  o...,_y  Spain  Fnonoe  .  a._,.,  'Ireland 
1  . PRODUCTION  (t ..  t)  - 52570  17500  6341  2  + 
2.  RECOVERIES  550  500  419  . 
3. RECEIPTS FROM ECSC COUNTRIES  342  25  700  310  350  128 . 
4.  IMPORTS FROM tHIRD COUNTRIES - 12055  11000  18500  11890  14250  1800  2572  . 
5. AVAILABIUTIES (1 +2+3+41  12947  11025  72270  295~  :21360  1800.  2702  * 
6. TOTAL INLAND DEUVERIES  11550  11025  71440  28850  21993  - 1835  2778  + 
A.· POWER STATIONS AT_ MINES  1200'  2570 
B.· POWER STATIONS  44o4  - 10600  47800  22300  4800  200  2350  + 
--
C.· COKING PlANTS  5181  13110  3350  7125 
' 
D.· IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY  1088  1900  2800  ~  130  1  + 
(of which POWER STATIONS) 
E.· OTHER INDIJSTRIES  442  225  5900  800- 3400  1300  - 128  + 
(of which POWER STATIONS)  - 3t00  6t0 
f .. DOMESTIC HEATING  475  100  1100  300  950  300  + 
G.· MISCELLANEOUS  (TOTAL 1 • 61  2  100  430  100  268  5  1  + 
1  . ISS!JE TO WORKERS  70  60 
-
2.  PATENT FUEL PlANTS  2  320  225 
3. OWN CONSUMPTION At MINES  '30  60  40-
4.  GASWORKS 
5.  RAILWAYS  t 
6.  OTHERS  tOO  tO  3  4  t  + 
7. DEUVERIES ro ECSC COUNTRIES  841  400  137  * 
8. EXk>RTS TO THIRD COUNTRIES  20  10  13 -.  3  + 
9. TOTAL DEUVERIES (6+7+81  12411  11025  71850  26850  22143- 1635  2781  + 
10. MOVEMENT OF PRODUCERS' 
AND IMPORTERS STOCKS (5·91  536  420  2650  -783  165  -79  + 
. -
• Commiesion estimates;  + figures  provided in December 1  996 
- 1.0 
--
Lux  em·  Net'-· 
. hely  bourg  .....  Allllttla  Portugal 
3  99  200  3  . 
' 
17057  100  18600  3402 .  5837 
17060  199  17000  3405  *  5837 
17100  199  14800  3381!  .  5837 
-7500  9000  1088  .  4741 
7100  - 4200  1986 .  491 
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1040  120  - 800  330  .  1!05 
60 
2  . 
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2  . 
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150 
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-40- ·100  19 
-. 
Finland 
.  6590 
. 
6590 
6290-
4640 
1250 
400 
300 
6290 
300 
\  .. 
(In thousands of metric tons) 
United 
.~  Kingdom  EUR-111 
46650  •  123263 
1000  •  2469 
70  •  2230 
3125  19580  •  144358 
31211  671100  *  270090 
3125  63350  •  261358 
3770 
775  46400  •  t11!8598 
.  1640  -8500  •  53893 
300  750  •  9306 
410  4400  •  20298 
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1100  •  2008 
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915  •  1462 
-- 6  •  126 
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- trs 
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' Belgium  D.tm.k 
1  . PRODUCTION  It  • tl 
2. RECOVERIES  580  . e4 
3. RECEIPTS FROM ECSC COUNTRIES  350  38 
4. IMPORTS FROM THIRD COUNTRIES  124e5  12394 
!5. AVAIIABIUTIES 11 +2+3+41  13375  12494 
e. TOTAL INlAND DEUVERIES  11930  13133 
A.· POWER STATIONS AT MINES 
B.· POWER STATIONS  4553  12559 
C.· COKING PlANTS  5319 
D.· IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY  1102 
loi which POWER STATIONS! 
E.· OTHER INDUSTRIES  458  329 
(of which POWER STATIONS) 
F.· DOMESTIC HEATING  495  128. 
G.· MISCEllANEOUS  (TOTAL 1 · 61  3  117 
1  . ISSUE TO WORKERS 
2. PATENT FUEL PlANTS  3 
3. OWN CONSUMPTION AT MINES 
4. GASWORKS 
5. RAILWAYS 
e. oTHERS  Ttl 
7. DEUVERIES TO ECSC COUNTRIES  1050  112 
8. EXPORTS TO THIRD COUNTRIES  27  3 
9  .. TOTAL DEUVERIES 18+7.+81  13007  13248 
1  0. M~\IEMENT  OF PRODUCERS' 
· 1\ND IMPORTERS STOCKS 15·91  388  ·754 
. •  Commiuion estimates;  +  figures provided in  December 1998 
N 
0 
TABLE 2 
HARD COAL BALANCE SHEET FOR·  1996 
'. 
Oenneny  .Spain  Fnnoe  o- lreiMd 
5315e  17753  7310.  1 
722  443 
770  347  428  .  2  128 
18385  11783  1511e  1778  2572  + 
71013  29883  23297  1780  2701 
71280  27001  23428  1484  2779 
1200  2e25. 
4~49e  22572  6329  170  2331 
13191  3308  7387 
1e57  .  2392.  116  1 
5988  721  3431  1193  127 
' 
3100  626 
1246  300  987  319• 
522  100  277  .5  1 
85  60 
371  .  228 
33  60  46 
. 
1 
(13  3  4  1 
638:  264  0 
28  26  3 
71946 •.  27001  23718  1484  2782 
·933  2882  . ·421  296  ·81 
(In thousands of metric tonal 
lWUifn•  Nether·  United 
Italy  bourg  Iande  .  A  ........  Partugal  Finland  Sweden  .  Kingdom  EUR-15 
48538  •  12e758 
1209  •  2998 
5  13e  202  3  •  25  519  •  2951 
1e540  108  1e644  3402 .  5349  e218  3177  17280  •  141189 
.. 
18545  242  18848  3405  *  5349  8243  3177  87!548  *  270945 
-
16333  242  1448e  338e .  5349  e243  3177  71247  •  271498 
' 
3825 
7450  8500  1088 .  4203  4573  827  53185  .•  17583e 
8730  4488  196e .  331  1270  1640  8635  •  54245 
..  1290  106  800  300  eoo  •  8364 
803  13e  718  330  •  815  400  410  4892  •  20731. 
300  1652  •  5!578 
60  279e  •  e331 
2 .  1139  •  21ee 
.186  •  320 
946  •  1648 
- 8  •  13! 
2  .  ..  - 3' 
158 
2225  890  *  5119 
135  98  *  320 
16333  242  18846  3386  *  5349  6243.  3177  72235  *  271818 
' 
212  19  -4e89  •  ·.  -3101 
14/8 
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TABLE3 
COKE BALANCE SHEET FOR  1997 
(In thousands of metric tons) 
Luxem- Nether·  Unit..! 
'Belgium  Denmark- Oermeny  Speln  Franoe  CJreeoe  Ireland  hely  bourg  lend•  Auetrioo.  Portugal  Fin lend  Sw.den  kingdom  EUR-111 
1. PRODUCTION (t•tl  3300  10600  2400  6380  6130  3000  11168  •  331  910  1160  6100  ·- 39860 
2. RECEIPTS FROM  ECSC  COUNTRIES  18  16  600  16  350  2  1  •  36  208  50  111  .  120  100  •  1465 
3.  IMPORTS FROM  THIRD  COUNTRIES  631  10  3000  375  300  1  6  •  340  6  190  1148  •  20  100  300  300  •  6127 
4. TOTAL AVAILABILITIES (1 +2+31  3949  26  14_100  2790  11030  3  II  •  11606  214  3240  21119  •  3151  1130  1460  11600  •  46987 
6. TOTAL INLAND DELIVERIES  3608  26  14800  2600  6021  3  5  +  6416  214  2250  2000 .•  301  1030  1460  6300  •  46024 
. 
-A.· STEEL INDUSTRY  3607  12200  2600  4976  3  +  6166  214  2160  1440  •  260  980  1385  5850  •  40711 
B.· OTHER  INDUSTRIES  88  25  1400  .  850.  3  2  +  200  100  260  •  61  60  65  260  •  3344 
C.· DOMESTIC SECTOR  4  500  90  60  273  •  166  •  1092 
--
D.· MISCELLANEOUS of which :  10  700  105  27  •  35  •  877 
1, ISSUE  TO  WORKERS  260  36 .  286 
' 
2. OWN CONSUMPTION 
3. OTHERS  10  460  106  27  •  692 
6. DELIVERIES -TO  ECSC  COUNTRIES  370  eo  80  312  *  10  1000  80  *  1912 
7. EXPORTS TO THIRD  COUNTRIES  2  10  10  88.  *  107  60  120  *  387 
B.  TOTAL DELIVERIES  (5 + 6 + 71  3981  26  14870  2890  8401  3  6  +  6533  214  3250  . 2000  *  _361  1030  1460  11600  *  411391 
' 
9. STOCK MOVEMENT AT  -
.. 
PRODUCTION  & IMPORTS_(4·81  ·32  -770  100  -371  1  +  ·28  -10  169  100  -861 
- -
•  Commr.1ion eatim1tea;  + figurea  provided in  December  1996  14/B 
N  -,. 
TABLE4 
COKE BALANCE SHEET FOR  ·  1996 
-- ((n thousands of metric tons) 
Luxem·  Nether- United 
·J!elglum  Denmark  Oonnany  Spain  Freno•  Oreeoe.  lrelend  ltely  bourg  lendo  Auottle  Portugal  "Finlend  , Swaden  Kingdom  EUR-16 
1.  PRODUCTION (t•t)  3660  108.82  2410  6680  4990  2914  1669 .•  331  909  1160  8222  •  40277 
•. 
2, RECEIPTS FROM ECSC  COUNTRIES  22  17  636  66  406  2  1  .. 76  454  80  61  •  120  68  •  1878 
..  -
3,  IMPORT_S FROM- THIRD COUNTRIES  633  13  2709  403  406  11  8  312  194  . 649 .•  20  210  300  710  •  8476 
4;  TOTAL AVAILABILITIES (1 +2+3)  4205  30  13908  2889  8391  13  7  5378  454  3188  \  2159  •  361  1239  ,.450  8990  •  48762 
5, TOTAL INLAND DELIVERIES  3846  36  14368  2696  6097  13  7  6122  464  2276  2000  •  286  1239  1466  7366  •  47243 
A,- STEEL  INDUSTRY  3733  11800  2896  6007  4  4870  464  2276  1440  •  249  1189  1386  6679  •  41780 
8,· OTHER  INDUSTRIES  94  34  1369  869  13  3  196  260  •  37  60  66  467  •  3436 
C,• DOMESTIC SECTOR.  4  617  96  - 67  273  •  .  230  •  1177 
-
D.· MISCELLANEOUS of which :  14  2  "882  126  27  •  860 
- ' 
1.  ISSUE  TO WORKERS  3  264  267 
2.  OWN  CONSUMPTION 
.• 
3.  OTHERS  i1  2  418  126  27  •  '  683 
-
8.  DELIVERIES TO ECSC COUNTRIES  396  93.  86  280  •  44  897  51  *  1846 
7.  EXPORTS TO THIRD COUNTRIES - 22  39  9  82  •  58- 7  49  1110  *  404 
8.  TOTAL DELIVERIES (5+8+ 7)  4282  38  14490  2789  8439  13  7  6222  454  3179  2000  •  336  .1239  1450  7677  •  47847 
-
9. STOCK MOVEMENT AT 
PRODUCTION  & IMPORTS (4-8)  -67  -6  -156  80  -48  0  166  9  169  16  -687  -433 
-· 
•. Commission estimates  14/8 
~ 
'.1 ,;> 
TABLE 5 
.  . 
LIGNITE AND PEAT BALANCE SHEETS FOR  1997 
LIGNITE  (In thousands of metric tons)  PEAT·  (In thousands of metric tons) 
Lux  em- Net'--
Belgium  GermanY  Spain  France  Oreeoe  Ireland  Italy  bo  ..  g  Iande  Auetrla  EU.R-1!1  Ireland  Rnlend  Swaden  EU.R-1!5 
A. RAW PRODUCT  .. 
•  AVAILABIUTIES :  200  1S0180  9800  1140  83000  50  •  26!5  10  !50  1139  •  2!1!1834  sa9a  +  '8200  BOO  14898 
PRODUCTION  178330  9600  1100  63000  250.  1 10_5  •  253385  6898 +  8200  800  14898 
/ 
IMPORTS  200  1850  40  50  •  15  10.  50  34  •  2249 
- UTILIZATION:  200  180180  9800  1!565  81!500  50  •  265  ·10  50  1130  •  2!14!1!10  4937+  8200  800  13937 
/ 
BRIQUETTJNG PLANTS  22800  240  30  80  •  23150  400  +  1230  1830 
. POWER STATIONS  156000  9600  750  60S  50  265  1030  •  -228196  3227  +  8970  10197 
OTHERS  200  1380  816  710  50  •  10  - 20  20  •  3206  1310  +  800  2110 
-- ----
- B. BRIQUETTES  .. 
/ 
•  AVAILABILITIES :  10  7770  - 110  5  172  •  7881.  320  +- 320 
PRODUCTION  7270  110  7380  320  +  320 
.. 
' 
/ 
ARRIVAL FROM EC.SC COUNTRIES  10  5.  171  •  186·  . 
IMPORTS FROM THIRD COUNTRIES  .  600  1  •  601 
- UTILIZATION  10.  7770  110.  5  151  •  "7428  310  +  300 
'· 
POWER STATIONS  - 200  75  10  •  286 
I~DlJSTRY  2800  19  •.  2819  ' 
-
·- DOMESTIC  10  3500  '  5  120  •  3636  290  +  290 
.. 
DELIVERIES TO OTHER ECSC COUNTRIES  - 620  ·.  620  10  +  10 
" 
EXPORTS TO NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES  30  ' 
30 
-
•  OTHERS  ' 
620  35  2  •  867 
-
10  + 
L.....--..---- 10 
""  --·--- ---
•  Commleelon estimates;  + figures provided in  December 1 996  - 1418 
~ TABLE 6 
LIGNITE AND P,EAT BALANCE SHEETS FOR  1996 
LIGNITE  (In thousands of metric tons)  PEAT  (In thousands of metric tons) 
Luxem- Nether-
Betgltm  OennanY  Spain  France  Oreece  Ireland  Italy  bourg  Iande  Auatria  EUR-15  Ireland  Finland  ·  Sweden  EUR-115 
A. RAW PRODUCT  ! 
•  AVAILABILITIES :  2.27  189100  9604  ,841  159781  150  317 
/  10  52.  1139  •  28112.1  15060  8400  813  142.73 
- - ! 
PRODUCTION  187241  9604  799  69781  .302  1106  •  268832  6060  8400  813  14273 
I 
IMPORTS  227  1869  42  60  15  10  62  34  •  2289 
•  UTILIZATION :  2.2.7  1892.2.9  9752.  172.2.  158152.  ISO  310  10  51  1130  •  2.80833  5080  8400  800  142.80 
BRIQUETTING PLAN.fS  27274  157  ,.. 
31  80  •  27642  390  1260  11150 
POWER STATIONS  169699  9762  1002  67354  310  1030  •  229047  3220  '  10360  7140  . 
OTHERS  227  2356  \  720  641  60  10  20  20  •  4044 
·-- 1460  800  2250 
L..--..  ---- ----
B.  BRIQUETTES 
•  AVAILABILITIES : 
I 
12'  8986  2.  'ao1s  88  6  172.  •  310  310 
•' 
PRODUCTION  8482  88  8570  310  . 310 
-· 
ARRIVAL FROM  ECSC  COUNTRIES  12  2  6  171  •  191 
- IMPORTS FROM THIRD  COUNTRIES  504  0  1  •  606 
•  UTILIZATION  12  8981  88  2..  6  151  •  8622  310  300 
POWER STATIONS  303  51  10  •  364 
' 
INDUSTRY  3665  19  •  3584 
DOMESTIC  12  3814  6  120  •  3952- 290  290 
DELIVERIES TO OTHER  ECSC  COUNTRIES  616  2  618  10  10 
'  '  -
EXPORTS TO NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES  30  30 
•  OTHERS 
'  653  37  2  •  692  '1o  10  -
-
•  Cornmieeion estimates  14/8 
~ 
., TABLE 7A 
HARD COAL PRODUCTION BY AREA 
(In thousands of metric tons) 
1995  1996  1991 
Ruhr  46864  42844  43050 
Aachen  1654  1071  200 
lbbenburen  1746  1633  1650 
Saar+ Kleinzechen  8595  7608  7670 
GERMANY  58859  53156  52570 
Central Asturias  3100  3158  3120 
Bierzo-Villablino  +  Narcea  6692  6882  6740 
Norte Leon  +  Palencia  1913  1954  1950 
Sur  1944  1695  1690 
Aragon-Cataluiia,  Baleares  4032  4064  4000 
SPAIN  17681  17753  17500 
Lorraine  5825  6165  5400 
Centre-Midi  '  1189  1145  941 
FRANCE  7014  7310  6341 
IRELAND  1  1  2  + 
Sulcis (Sardinia) 
ITALY 
Deep-mined  35150  32223 *  31100 * 
Opencast 
/  16369  16315 *  15750 * 
UNITED KINGDOM  51519  48538. *  46850 * 
EUR  15  135074  126758  123263 
.. 
•  Comm1ss1on estimates;  + f1gures proVIded m December 1996  14/8 
25 I  ' 
TABLE 7B 
. LIGNITE PRODUCTION BY AREA 
lin thousands of metric tons) 
1995  1996  1997 
GKB  1295  1105  •  1105  * 
WTK· 
AUSTRIA  1289.  1105  •  1105  • 
Rheinland  '100185  102779  101250 
Helmstedt  4074  3874  3855 
Hess  en  153  181  165 
Bayern.  58  .62  .  60 
Lausitz  '  70668  63574  56650  .. 
Mitteldeutschland  17618  16771  16350 
GERM-ANY  192756  11;J7241  178330 
Ptolemais  34110  36479  40500 
Megalopolis - 13440  12607  12300 
Amindeo  7520  7837  . 7800 
Others  2592  2858  . 2400 
GREECE  57662  59781  63000 
La  Coruna  10776  9604  9600 
SPAIN  10776'  9604  9600 
Centre-Midi  1401  799  1100 
FRANCE  1401  . 799  1100 
Valdarno  367  302  250 
'  ITALY  367  '  302  2~0 
EUR  15  264251  258832  253385 
•  Commission estimates  14/8 
TABLE 7C 
PEAT PRODUCTION BY AREA 
(In thousands of metric tons) 
1995  1996  1997 
'  IRELAND  8051- 5060  5898 + 
North Finland 
East Finland 
West Finland 
South Finland 
FINLAND  8382  8400  8200 
SWEDEN.  813  81~  800 
EUR  15  17246  14273  14898_ 
'·  +  f1gures proVIded 10 December 1996  .  14/8 
26 ~  ., 
TABLE  8 
COAL IMPORTS FROM THIRD C.OUNTRIES 
(In' thousands of metric tons) 
South  /  Total 
1996  u·.s.A  Canada  Australia  Africa·  Poland  CIS  China  Colombia  Others  Imports 
' 
Belgium 
·' 
4647  421  '2048 
:  263  4022  407  269  176  212  12465 
Denmark  1508  751  4819  2573  '450  2107  186  12394 
Germany  180()  59  677  5384  3586  98  1615  3140  16365 
Spain  3628.  404  885  4806  51  63  721  1225  11783 
France  4328  778  .2541  2550  1139  20  329  ;!528  903  15116' 
'  l 
Greece  323  128  794  278.  255  17~8 
Ireland  998  •  114  •  '219  •  290  •  .8  •  943  •  2572  * 
Italy  7998  1227  2406  3277  181  445  166  - 617  223  '16540 
luxembourg 
·'  106  106 
Netherlands  4365  354  826  2900  1138  104  64  4045  2848  16644 
Austria  '.  '77 •  15,65 .  123  •  1637  •  3402  ~ 
Portugal  1329  169  308'  1911  12  1276  344  5349 
Finland  638  99  ·3424  1446  611  6218 
Sweden  953  635  1112  318  159  3177 
UK  I  6657  •  1410  •  '3748  •  1559 .  851 .  75 .  30 .  2823  ..  127  •  17280  * 
-
EUR-.15  39178  4822  15067  32523  16317  3695  858  16.171.  12559  141189 
(In thousands of metric tons) 
''  South  Total 
'  ! 
1997  U.S.A  Canada  Australia  Africa·  Poland  CIS  China  Colombia  Others  Imports· 
Belgium  4500  400.  2000  4000  359  '190  250  175  190  '12055 
Denmark  1300  500  4000  2500  500  2000  200  11000 
Germany  3200  100  700  5500  3700  100  '  1900  '3300  18500 
'3s0o 
.. 
11690  Spain  400  900  4800  50  40  700  1200 
France  3900  750  2800  2400  750.  20  400  2300  930  14250 
' 
Greece  300  850  400  250  1800 
Ireland  998  •  114  •  219 .  290 .  a .  943 .  2572  + 
Italy·  7040  1147  2550  3727  218  800  400  700  '475  17057 
,.  ~ 
luxembourg  100  100 
Netherlands  4500  400  800  2900  1200,  100  100  -4000  '  2800  '16800 
Austria.  77 .  1565 .  123  •  1637  •  3402  *  .. 
._ 
; 
Portugal  1407  165  250  1866  141_0  739  ·5837 
-
Finlan,d  600  130'  3300  1550  670  340  6590 
Sweden.  938  625  1094  313  155  3125 
UK  7260 .  1600 .  4150 .  2090  •  450 .  100 .  30 .  3600 .  300  19580  + 
EUR-15  '39543  ·4962  15389  32659  15467  4236  1180  17713  13210  144358' 
•  Commission estimates  r.  14/8 
27 N 
00 
TABLE 9 
INTRA-COMMUNITY_  TRADE OF COAL IN  1997 
·  of metrlo tone) 
__  ...,...,.woo 
1'~:~:- I  Austria  I  Portugal  I  Rnl~nd 
United  Total deliveriea 
Italy  I  bourg  Sweden  Kingdom  Total recelpte  ffom-->r::::~~~:===~~~~------11-------,--------r---~~ir-------r------~~------~--------- l  I  I  I  I  • 
I .....  ...,._  r· t.J~  .. ..._=------f  J  _  1  11n  tnGU88nO• 
To  I  Belgh•n  I  Darwnartc  J  Oermany  Speln  Oreece  Ireland  France 
. -- ~  I  I  I  100  •  638 
20  70  342  f'l  I  I  I'  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
,._,  ;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  :::  :  •  ·  .  ~~u-- . -- --~ 
1  :mm:m:::::::::::::=::::::::::m:  '  10  •  11 
- I-- - I  ~- 6  26 
1300  630  •  2200  =t  r=:=mrwr:::m::::=~  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
0  1-
10 I  I  I  ~50  ................  l@&:::t=:::::=  .  .  .  120  •  -- ' 
220  I  I::::=:::::::::II::::::::'IIH  . I  80_  390  10  700 
1 o  1  1  30  mrm::r=m::Iw  30  - 160  •  220 
'60  140  85  310 
420  80  200  160 .•  860 
127  •  . ,•  74".  350  ... 
-'-------
·so .•  99  • 
:::::::::::::;§:;:;:;:;::::::::~-:-. 
r 
Ireland  !i_l_  _j  I  I  I  43o •I  43s 
Ita•~  I  I  I  I  .  ·1  I  I  n  !  I  .  ·1  I  I  I  I .ro ·1  ...  ·1 
.  :::;:;:;:;:::::;:::::::~:::;~:i:l:  .  .  '  ' 
-r  .  - .  6  7  •  ·i??i::::::::::::::::::l:!:l::::::  10  .  2~ 
3  _  ::r::j:!:!::=:=ttr:t:  ..... :  ....... - ...  -.-.-.-... - ... -.....  ·  · .  .  _  _  ,  3 
2  • 
Auatrla 
Rnland 
Swaden 
50 
6"  ·~  I  I  14  I  I  I - I  I  ···-
200  6 
200 
1  + 
1  • 
2  + 
1  • 
.. 
50 
20  . 99 
- b:::::t::;:;=:::=:£:}:::  206 
200 
:  ~  =~=lt  ~~~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~j  ~j~i~~~t  :::::  3  + 
1 
tt::tr::::::::tr:=  20  •  20 
)j~~ltlJlfii) 
United Kingdom  .h  •  ,  •  ...  1  1  80  ~  275.  :::r=:::=:::::::::::::::rrr  365 
70  •  :::tttfJfiif .  70  • 
Total deliveries  . 841  400  137  •  2150  1500.  5028 
Total recelpte  637  441  I  I  a4  I  I  I  I  I  ss9  ·1  I  I  s  I  1s  I  279  I  223o 
1at Une : data eupplled by the exporting Meniber State:  2i1d U!"" : data eupplied by the Importing Member State 
•  Commleelon estimates: + figuree provided In December 1995  14/8 
"'.)· N 
\0 
TABLE  10 
INTRA-COMMUNITY TRADE OF COAL IN  _1996 
From-> 
To  Belgium·  Denrnarit  Oermeny  Spain  France  Oreece  Ireland·  Italy 
Belgium  285  15 
251  1 
De""*" 
1  1 
Germany  207- 112  232 
261  90 
Spain  14  26  l:::::'::::::::~:::'if':::'::m':':'  · 
22  61  r~:,  25  4 
France  '494·  159  • 
61  •  121 . 
Gr...M:e  i!i!i!J!il!~~l~~~I~~!!!{i~ 
~~  ~~!  ~!  ~~  ~  t~~~j  j~~  ~  j~f~~j  ~j~j~j~~  2 
Ireland  4 
2  •  4  • 
ltely  12  13  ~::t::::::::::::::i:,:i:i:i:,:::::,: 
2  ~ 
Luxembo,.g  59  2 
89  14  1 
Netherlendo  264  12  2 
200  2 
Auetrla  3 
·1  +  2  + 
~ 
Portugal  .2 
Finland 
Sweden 
United Kingdom  12  135 
19  •  151  •  23  •  40  • 
Total deliveries  1050  112  638  264 
Total receipts  633  545  122  40 
11t Une : data eupplied by the exporting Member State:  2nd Une : date supplied. by the importing Member State 
• .Cofnmisaion estimates; + figures provided in December 1995 
'<. 
< 
2 
_,.. 
(In thousand• of metric tonol 
Luxem-·  Nether,  United  Total deliveriea 
bourg  lands  Austria  Portugal  Finland  Swaden  Kingdom  Total receipt• 
340.  104 •  744 
22  76  350 
19  •  19 
5  '23  .  6  36 
1317  19  •  1887 
412  7  770 
29  63  •  122 
149  86  347 
197  159  •  . 1009 
. 155  •  91  •  428 
2 
7  '480  •  491 
2  •  120  •  128 
10  35  - ' 
5 
61 
llif 
136 
41  •  319 
202 
!i:':':II'::r:::':::::::I':  5  •  8 
·  m:m:I::fm::::::::::m:~:::  3  + 
3  5 
25  25 
8  •  8 
322  469 
253  •  33  •  519  . 
2225- 890  •  5179 
876  5  81  300  2951 
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TABLE 11  -
INTRA-COMMUNITY TRADE OF COKE IN  1997 
(D!_nmartt 
(Spain_ 
15 
I  Franc.  100  2  40  376  20  ·I  538 
::i:;:~:i:~:~:t::::;;;·:-;·:~:-;-.  350  •  350 
Oreec::e  _  /':''':':'''''''?':::::':"'';:;  1  0  - _  ·  1  0  I  I  I  - I  I  -I  - ~,_,,,,,,,,,l#,')'''''""''''l  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  •.-.,,::::';i;i::;;i;i;':i:i:'::::::;  2  •  - .  .  .  .  2 
hrelend  6  6 
0  •  1  •  1 
59  •  :::'}':';!  I  32 -I  I.  I  I  I - -_  -,---~  11~1_ 
IW·- 1  ':: r r 1  ~  1  1  r-)~ ,: r r 1  1  1  1  ::  1  - .  1  •  .  ___  -•  ·  _  :::t::::::::;::::::::mm:::::  ·  _  ~  I  I  ·  I  -.  61 
15  5 
II II n IIIII  ··1 
___  :  - --.  n  -~  ~  _!9 + ---__  ·  n  ••••~  •  ]l!J::::::::::_:::::llllt!t_:::::_::  O  - •  O  ••  ::  + 
::=::m:=::::tf'I'i'm'i:  ·  · - 1 o  IP_o_!tiJQ~ 
.1  __ ·  __ I  _____ j _____ t  ___ __1  ___ 54  __  I_- r:::,::mm:::::::~·:::'?::::'\:::::{:=:::':=:'::::=:=::::::::::::=1·  i  r  95  I 
lswedt!n_  17 
!united Kingdom  2  21  64 
20  I  50  •  100  •• 
(Toteldeliv~t!s  370  60  10  1000  80  1912 
IT otel receipts  211  I,  74  22  860  10  10  33  1465 
1et line : data supplied by tha_ exporting Member State;  2nd Une : data supplied by the importing Member State 
•  Commission estimates; +  figures provided in December 1995  14/8 
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TABLE 12 
'· 
INTRA-COMMUNITY TRADE OF COKE IN  '1996 
(In thoueend• of metrio tone:)  (In thousands of me.tric tone) 
From-->  LuJ<em- Nether·  United  Total deliverieo 
To  Belgi...,  Denmark  Germany  Sp'ain  France  Greece  Ireland  Italy  tiourg  lends·  Austria  Portugal  Rnlend.  Sweden  Kingdom  Total r~~eeipto 
BelgiiM11- Ill'.  2 
47  •  182  2  •  233 
18  3  1  22 
Denmark 
~ 
7'  1  •  5  4·.  18 
7  4  17 
Germ~~ny  87  4  50  •  1  272  1  •  415 
8 
191  '  II  ::. 
245  3  14  535 
Spain- 4  18 
( 1  .  18  .  37  58 
France  111  10  3 9  =::::::::::::tmr:m:::m:~:f  40  337  3  •  540 
45  •  ~}jjj{jff}t~~~~~tm  381  •  406 
Greece  t  !=:~:=:I~:=:=::r:=:=:=::::::::::~:::  3  4-' 
w  - ~ 
2  2 
lrelaiMI  5  1 .•  6 
0  1  •  1 
Italy  15  7  53  •  •• 
29  104 
33·  43  76 
Luxembourg  141  [:;:=:::=•=•=•=:••=••:~==:::':'r~:  141 
136  8.  t':':::r:':'IJ~tir::  310.  454 
Netherland•  32  49  3  10  •  94  ,at1· 
16  64  '80 
1  9  6  •  16  Auotrla  . 
24  +  8  +  19  +  . f.'""''''""'''':::;:;:;:;:;';!;'''!''  _51  + 
Portugal  9  II 
9 
Finland  1  33  •  48  82 
5  25  1  .61  28- 120 
Sweden  20  2'  4  39  •  39  •  104 
~ 
United Kingdom  2  12  28  •  19  61. 
17  •  11  •  23  •  7  •  58  . 
Tote( deliverieo  395  93  'as  280  •  44  897  51  •  1845 
Total receipto  405  107  18  189  22  1023  3  21  34  1878 
lot Une : date oupplied by the eJ<porting Member State;  2nd Line : date oupplied by the importing Member Stele 
•  Comn,;osion eotimateo; +  ligureo provided in December 1995  .  14/8 
\  .. 1995 
Actual 
Belgium 
Denmark· 
Germany  12.3 
Spain  . - 0.9  -
France  0.7  -
Greece 
Ireland  0.0 
-
Italy 
Luxembourg . -· 
Netherlands · 
Austria 
Portugal 
Finland 
Sweden 
United Kingdom  7.2 
EUR-15  21.2 
•  Commission estimates · 
w 
N 
Pro.ducers 
(Hard coal) 
1996  1997 
Estimate  - Forecast 
11.3  11.8 
0.6  . 0.9 
.. 
0.7  0.5 
0.0  0.0  • 
' 
·. 
4.1  n.a. 
.16.8  n.a. 
TABLE
0i3 
STOCKS 
·Power Stations 
(Hard coal) 
1995  1996  1997  1995 
Actual  Estimate  Forecast  Actual 
0.6  0.4  0.5  0.0 
~ 
7.6  5.6  7.0 
' 
12.7  10.3  7.5  1.8 
-
8.0  11.2  13.6  0.1 
5.6  5.3  4:9  0.6 
/0.0 
0.4  0.3  0.3  • 
1.3  1.3  1.3 •.  0.2 ·. 
c 
-
1.8  •  1.8 .•  1.8  •  0.2 
1.4  1.4  1.4  • 
0.9  0.8  0.9  0.0 
1. 7  2.0  2.0  • 
0.8  0.6  0.6  •  0.2 
9.7 .  9.1  8.5  •  0.7  . 
52.5  50.1  50.2  3.7 
(In millions of metric tons) 
Coking· plants 
(Coke)'  (Hard coal) 
1996  19'97  1995- 1996  1997 
Estimate  Forecast  Actual  Estimate  Forecast 
0.1  0.1  0.4  0.3  0.3 
1.5  1.1  0.2  0.3  0.3 
0.2  0.3  0.5  0.5  0.6 
0.6"  0.5  0.2  0.2  0.2 
0.0  - 0.0  • 
0.5  n.a.  0.9  •  ·o.9  •  n.a. 
0.3  n.a.  .  0.5  •  0.5  •  n.a. 
'/ 
-
0.0  0.0  0.1  0.0  0.0 
. 
0.4  - .  0.3  n.a. 
' 
0.1  0.1  •  0.7  0.7  •  n.a. 
0.5  •  n.a.  1.1  1.2  •  n.a. 
-
3.9  n.a:  5.1  5.0  n.a.  j 
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) 
Germany 
Spain 
France 
United Kingdom 
EUR-15 
*  Commission estimates 
TABLE 14 
PERSONNEL EMPLOYED UNDERGROUND 
(yearly average) 
(in thousands) 
1995  1996  1997 
Actual  Estimates  Forecasts 
58.4  55.2  47.5 
24.0  23.6  22.5 
6.1  5.7  5.0 
12.5  10.6 *  10.1  * 
101.0  95.1  85.1 
1418 
TABLE 15 
OUTPUT PER MAN/HOUR UNDERGROUND 
(Kg  per man/hour) 
1995  1996  1997 
Actual  Estimates  Forecasts  .. 
Germany  749  758  790 * 
Spain  292  308  314 
France  649  755  764 
United Kingdom  1420.  1423 *  1449 * 
EUR-15  725  733 *  753 * 
•  Commission estimates 
33 